Thank you for your purchase from Looking Sharp Cactus!
Thank you for your purchase! You are allowing me to stay home with my kiddos for a bit longer and we all
thank you for that!!!!
* Carefully unwrap your glass bottle.
* Please hand clean items.
** I added a quality clear coat to your bottle to help protect it from the elements. No coating will protect it
forever but the quality clear coat will protect your bottle for months to years but depending on what state you
live in and what elements your bird feeder is exposed to. You may need to recoat your planter with additional
layers of clear coat after several months to a year depending on where you hang it. Coastal areas may require
more frequent maintenance. Keep in mind that this will help preserve the bottle but be especially careful NOT
to wet the label if possible. Each brand has a different type of label and some label types tolerate getting wet
better than others…. Some brands have a plastic label and some have a paper based label… If possible hang
your bird feeder in a protected location like a cover porch or gazebo. **
* Now you are ready to fill your bottle with bird seed. I like to use a mixed seed mix. I would recommend
using a kitchen funnel. I’ve even heard of people making a funnel out of a piece of paper…
* With gentle care your glass bottle can give enjoyment for quite some time! I've been using mine daily for
months and months now but of course the life of your bottle can't be guaranteed and depends on how you
use them.
* This item is made of glass and is up-cycled, so each bottle and bottle label will have slight imperfections.
Bottles may not come with original cap since they are repurposed and saved from spending thousands of
years breaking down in a landfill. Glass takes a long time to break down and is best given a second life! Way
to go being green!

Enjoy and feel free to email me with any questions or suggestion! I’d love to see pictures of how you are
using your upcycled bottle! Send me pictures I can share on Instagram, Facebook, Etsy… or a note via email!
LookingSharpCactus@gmail.com
If you would like 15% off your next order (before shipping) just post a picture of your new bottle in use on
my Facebook page then email me for your coupon code. https://www.facebook.com/lookingsharpcactus/

